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Facing HR System and Vendor Challenges Effectively
System issues are among the most common and time consuming obstacles for HR professionals. There
is so much sophisticated technology available that, at first glance, it seems simple to find an option that
fits your company’s individual needs. But matching a system to your needs usually proves to be easier
said than done.
Many companies select systems that lack necessary capabilities, such as integration with payroll
systems, or self-service options. There is also the obstacle of being able to foresee the future growth and
needs of a system. Older systems may become outdated and vendors no longer continue to offer indepth support.
There is a lot to consider when selecting the right Human Resource Information System (HRIS) or Human
Resource Management System (HRMS). As businesses evolve, their systems often don’t stand the test
of the changing times. Many companies are eventually forced to consider the expensive option of
purchasing a new system to better fit their needs.
Here are some of the common challenges faced by companies with HR system frustrations:
•
•
•
•

Inability to get data
Inability to report on data
Create roadblocks to day-to-day tasks
Lack of self-service options

Using manual workarounds to fill the gaps in current systems drains time and resources. Payroll
resources often get burned out over time because they must work extra hours just to get minimal tasks
done. Other important HR and payroll projects are often put aside because of the amount of work it takes
just to complete simple, everyday tasks.
In this white paper, we will discuss the most common HR system pitfalls, provide insight on how to
evaluate your current system, and offer insight on how to effectively determine and meet your HRIS
needs.

Top 3 HR System Pitfalls
An HR system that isn’t serving your needs creates a snowball effect. What happens in the deadlinedriven HR and payroll world ends up affecting the flow of the entire organization. Here are the four most
common ways HR systems are missing the mark on efficiency.
1. Manual Workarounds
Manual workarounds are the most common way that companies go about bridging the gaps in their HR
processes, needs, and system capabilities. For some, workarounds are created because the system was
never fully understood at implementation. In other cases, workarounds are introduced to accommodate
changing business requirements.
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Workarounds not only take up valuable time, but also create a vast margin of error. Eventually the timeintensive processes associated with this extra work start affecting a company’s bottom line, for example,
by necessitating overtime every pay period just to get paychecks out on time.
2. Misunderstood Functionalities
Systems often have self-service capabilities that are misunderstood or go unused from the start. These
ghost features and capabilities essentially stay hidden away in the system. In this case, many functions
that would normally be funneled through self-service options get turned over to email communication, and
the flow of these emails is difficult to manage time-wise, let alone with accuracy.
3. Systems that Don’t Communicate
Multiple systems are often used by HR, payroll, and accounting to execute daily operations. But if these
systems aren’t communicating directly, the challenge of maintaining data integrity between multiple
systems comes to the surface. Once again, manual workarounds, such as emails and spreadsheets,
often become a requirement to merge the information into one place.
This lack of integration leaves companies wide open for the possibility of making important decisions
based on outdated or inaccurate information. To maintain data integrity, you need a system that can pull
data from multiple sources so there is no need to go outside of the system for reporting.
4. Vendor Support Isn’t Cutting It
One of the most common reasons companies begin searching for a new HR system is that they are
frustrated with their current vendor support. Unfortunately, this is often a result of misguided expectations.
Most vendor support agents do not have the detailed expertise on each company’s specific configurations
and capabilities to provide meaningful help—only the company will know enough to dive this deep.
Whether this expertise comes from an HRIS position in-house, or a consultant, it ultimately must come
from someone who truly understands the capabilities of your system. That’s rarely going to be vendor
support.
Do You Really Need a New Vendor?
When your HR system isn’t working the way, you need it to, it’s common to feel that it’s time for an
entirely new system. But you must first explore the reasons why your existing systems are not working.
Sometimes system issues are actually system training issues that started at implementation and have
never been resolved.
Not all systems need to be replaced with something new. Some simply need to be updated or better
understood by users. And having multiple systems isn’t always a problem. Sometimes it’s a best practice
given that it is executed accurately and does not create redundant data.
Here are some questions to ask before you consider a new system:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Why do we think we need a new system?
Can we make better use of what we have?
How is our system not working?
Does our system have capabilities we are not using?
Is our vendor providing the support we need?
Does the system satisfy the needs of all users?
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These questions must be asked at all levels of your organization for an accurate and holistic needs
analysis. Implementing a new system takes time, money, and other valuable resources. You want to be
sure it’s the right decision before jumping to the conclusion that a new system will instantly solve all your
issues. Accurately analyzing your needs boils down to having the right resources to understand your
current system and how to make it do more of what you need.
Making Changes
The optimal approach to your HR system analysis is to work with your system, not against it. When
looking at your current system’s challenges, you must note that it may not be fully enabled to fit your
needs, and can be adjusted to provide more functions and efficiencies. Sometimes expansion is all you
need. However, keeping older systems up to speed with constant updates can often be costlier than
purchasing and implementing a new one.
After you determine what you need from your system, the next step is to get in contact with your current
vendor and ask if they can make the changes you have determined will help your company function
better. Even an easily configurable system often requires expert help to be molded to your specific needs.
Once it’s configured for you, it’s a breeze to use.

Training May Be the Key
Sometimes training is all you need. It may be necessary for all users to get additional in-depth training so
they can more fully understand your current system’s functionalities—especially the more challenging
pieces. If you find that training is the right solution, then it’s time to tap internal resources as deeply as
you can, or contact a consulting partner that can provide in-depth training for your particular system.

Time for a New Vendor
After a thorough system review, you may find that it’s definitely time to select a new vendor. At this point,
there are still several important things to consider. Investigating prospective new vendors is no simple
task.
First, you must identify what makes your organization unique or complex in its processes and use of
these systems. Then use your company’s specific necessities and complexities to hone in on your precise
aims for the new system. This process may require that you reference back to your initial review of the
current system—but now you must dig even deeper.
Be idealistic. The new system you’re selecting should match what you truly need as closely as possible.
You don’t want to have to do this again in two years. These are your needs today, but what are your
needs going to look like as your business grows and changes in the coming years? What capabilities and
possible add-ons should the system have to meet you long term needs?
You must go through this process with all users—from HR, to payroll, to executive, to end user.
Partnering with IT may be necessary so that all parties can understand their end of the process and the
part they will play in both decision making and implementation. If you have an HRIS role, this is a helpful
point for them to be engaged to help dig in to your requirements. They can also serve as an advocate for
best practices based on their specialized knowledge.
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When you have effectively researched and identified a handful of vendors that have good user-reviews
and features that match your needs, consult each vendor so that they can address all the targeted
questions you have gathered from your analysis.

Aside from questions that address your specific needs, the principal question to ask prospective vendors
is: how can your application meet our specific requirements? Allow vendor responses to dictate who you
select to meet for a product demonstration.
Ensure that each demonstration covers the unique functions you identified during your initial vetting
process. See how the system performs in these key areas. During a demo, you will see signs of
complicated system operations and steps that won’t meet your needs. Don’t overlook any features or
operations that look questionable or seem too difficult to execute.

Tapping into Industry Expertise
Diving into a system evaluation or purchasing decision is a huge undertaking. Before doing anything, you
must decide if this arduous and time-intensive process is something you can realistically tackle using
internal resources. Is there enough system expertise within your company to truly excavate your system
and its pitfalls—and then fully understand what can be done about them?
Having a system utilization review to understand what the system is set up for today, what you need it to
do, and where the gaps exist is a critical step. If anything gets overlooked, you’re right back at square
one, with system issues looming. The cost of a utilization review pales in comparison to the hundreds of
thousands it can cost to implement a new system that may or may not serve you the way you expect.
One way many companies handle this complex process is to supplement their internal resources by
reaching out to consultants. The objective knowledge of a partner who has experience with system
utilization, understands your system, and can find out why it may have initially been configured to its
current state can be invaluable.
Because consultants have this process down to a science, they can help you cut down on the use of
internal resources and time, and help ensure that you achieve the desired results.
The right outside consulting partner can assist you with:
•
•
•
•
•

Asking the right questions about your systems and vendor offerings
Taking an in-depth look at your current system and needs
Determining if your system needs to change
Evaluating whether your processes can change to better match your system
Deciding if it’s time to explore new system options

Wise Consulting is Your Ideal Partner
An outside eye can offer new suggestions for overcoming your greatest HRIS challenges. Experienced
consultants will have years of exposure to the wide array of HR systems and configurations out there.
They have seen what brought other clients successes and failures, and can offer options or ideas that
may not occur to those dealing with day–to–day business.
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With more than 20 years of experience, Wise Consulting has long-term relationships that can facilitate
any HR system changes you are considering. As your consulting partner, they can take the time to
understand your needs and dive deep into your system capabilities. They can help you bridge the gap
between what is important to your organization and how technology can meet those needs—now and in
the future.

Wise Consulting Associates is a 100% employee-owned, independent
Human Capital Management consulting firm that provides system and
operations expertise in HRIS, WFM, and Payroll Management technology
and compliance.
www.WiseConsulting.com
54 Scott Adam Road, Suite 206
Hunt Valley, MD 21030
800-654-4550
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